10th Annual OneLegacy Donation & Transplantation Symposium

“THE POWER OF HOPE AND HEROES”

MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Code Huddle! All Teams Unite!
Participate in a groundbreaking discussion on the pivotal role hospitals play in healing and saving lives through donation. Learn from a panel of experts about how collaboration during patient management can alleviate donation challenges.

The Power of the Gift
How can you protect a patient’s rights? Discover the legalities behind the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act (UAGA) and First-Person Authorization from Christina Strong, Esq., who worked as a consultant on the UAGA. Learn how you can honor the gift of life through donation after circulatory death (DCD).

Providing Hope through Compassionate Collaboration
The power of hope is fostered by a strong foundation consisting of a community of dedicated leaders—our heroes. Connect with your peers to discuss creating inspirational initiatives to honor the gift of donation.

AFTERNOON BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Definitive Declarations, The Final Diagnosis
Have you ever been confused about the diagnosis of brain death? Join us for an in-depth look at the brain death declaration process, including a demonstration detailing the clinical examination and confirmatory tests. We will also discuss a few examples of misdiagnosed brain death and how to prevent such mistakes from happening in the future.

Honoring our Tissue Heroes
Healing and saving lives is so much more than just organ donation. Discover new innovations that provide high quality tissue from our tissue partners. Learn how you can support the healing process through tissue donation and transplantation.

Conquering Crisis: The Rescheduled OR
Ever wonder what happens when a scheduled OR is delayed? Explore the consequences it has on families and recipients. Hear firsthand from a transplant center about the domino effect of delaying the OR.

To register go to:
www.OneLegacy.org/symposium